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I’m a digital creative and a digital photographer 
with strengths in both visual and experience 
design. With a background as a fine art 
photographer and journalist, I’ve developed an eye 
for details when it comes to creative work. 
 
During my career I’ve done everything from 
producing wireframes, clickable prototypes as well 
as UI design and digital manipulation editing based 
on research, interviews, personas and A/B testing 
I’ve done. I understand the beginning of the 
creative journey, the process as well as the final. 
With a background within photography, I’ve 
developed a deep understanding of the creative 
process from A-Z.  

I’m skilled in a variety of design and photo editing 
softwares, such as Sketch, Photoshop, Illustrator 
and Adobe Experience Design. I also have skills 
and a perfect eye for details when it comes to 
prototyping and showcasing websites and mobile 
apps. 
 
I’ve worked with both lo-fi and hi-fi prototyping, 
responsive mobile and webbdesign and logo 
design. I’ve experience from working in groups and 
working by myself and project management. I’ve 
worked in agile projects and often applies lean UX 
principles. I’ve worked with customers such as 
Volvo, KLM, Fotografiska (Swedish museum of 
Photography), Wasa Kredit, Shopello and myTaste.

Michaela Zetterström
Digital Creative, UX/UI-designer and Photographer
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Analysis tool
Michaela created a analysis tool for desktop with a major 
focus on UX and clear UI graphs. Michaela created this 
analysis tool in 4 weeks after doing research (interviews) 
with different eCommerces to see what they were in need of 
analyzing. She then did some sketching, more interviews to 
get feedback of her idea before she started creating 
wireframes. She worked in this agile-project by her self and 
created wireframes before she created her UI. 

For this project Michaela has focused on creating a simple 
but modern analysis tool by having modules that are 
editable and comparable with each other. Michaela wanted 
her graphs to be easy to understand and read but, she also 
wanted the graphs to look more modern and clean. The little 
twist she used for her graphs proves her strong 
understanding of UX and UI. 

Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Concept, Digital Creative/UX/UI
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You can easily compare two values by connecting them.

When connected you can see the data in one diagram and therefor easily and 
quick see information and compare. You can also pick different colors if comparing 

more than two values with each other.
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Four different examples of graphs.



Fhoto.
Michaela created a digital photo booth function for the app 
that she called Photo (mix of Fotografiska and the English 
word Photography). The app was designed so that it was 
easy to use for the target group. Photo is a digital photo 
booth feature that only works when you use Fotografiska’s 
app when you're visiting the museum (by using Beacon 
technology). You can take pictures of anything/anytime 
during your stay at Fotografiska. Once you have taken your 
picture, you can browse through different filters and use the 
featured stickers in the app. The idea is that the filters and 
stickers can be created by different photographers and so 
called something like the “Cindy Sherman filter” or the “Jill 
Greenberg filter” etc. 

During major exhibitions, photographers who exhibit can 
also design different stickers that match their exhibition, and 
the visitor can use the stickers on their pictures taken with 
the Fhoto-feature, e.g. when Nick Brant exhibited there 
could be stickers of lions and elephants.  

Once you’ve taken your photos, you can decide how many 
images you want in your photo strip and if you want the 
photo strip printed or not. If you print the strip, it will cost 
you 10 Swedish krona, which goes to Fotografiska For Life 
(Fotografiska’s platform for projects whose aims to draw 
attention to social issues and stimulate debate and 
influence, using photography as a medium).  

If you print your photo strip, you will receive a code that you 
can use to print on the different instaprint stations available 
around the building at Fotografiska. 

Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Concept, Digital Creative/UX/UI, PR  
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Michaela developed a concept on how to include the 
feature properly within the app making it easy for 
consumers to manage their insurances within Swedbank. 
This function allows you to access and manage your 
insurances you have from Swedbank. It also allows you to 
buy insurances. Michaela worked alone during this project 
and were responsible for the overall research, personas, 
user interface design, icon design, interaction design and 
user testing. She used Swedbank's current graphic profile 
(2016). 

Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Concept, Digital Creative/UX/UI

Swedbank
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Wireframes & Display

Menu + categories Log in Your insurances Home insurance Change address Change address
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Michaela designed the desktop and mobile version of 
shopello.com. A responsive design with focus on clear CTA-
buttons and a simple but modern design. Michaela created 
the mobile version first and then the desktop version. 
www.shopello.com  

Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Concept, Digital Creative/UX/UI

Shopello

http://www.shopello.com
http://www.shopello.com


Michaela designed an app logo for Agendo. Agendo is an 
app there to help you get what you need - when you need it, 
with real time updates and the ability to modify, sync, share 
and book. Michaela created an app logo and logo designed 
with a check-mark to make the A stand out. 

Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Concept, Digital Creative/UX/UI 
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MICAD
MICAD stands for Myocardial infarction and Coronary 
artery disease. Michaela came up with a solution to prevent 
heard diseases by using the flash of your camera on your 
phone.  

How it works: Scan your heart with your phone, The app 
will help you calculate your heart-rate. If it's >90 you will be 
able to press the Emergency button and an ambulance will 
be with you in a few minutes. MICAD will require location 
services to be on as it will be easier for ambulances to 
locate your position. 
  
Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Concept, Digital Creative/UX/UI
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We created a digital charity collecting box, using Beacon 
technology. For this project, Michaela and her team 
collaborated with ICA (Swedish supermarket) and Swish 
(Swedish digital payment method).  

When approaching the checkout at ICA, you'll receive a 
notification on your smartphone, which will encourage you 
to donate a small sum to one of the charities givesom 
collaborates with. Once you have donating money, your 
name and the amount of money you have donate will be 
shown on TV screens at the checkouts at ICA stores. 

The TV screens will be streaming live, and thereby show 
how much money the visitors at ICA have donated all 
together. Once donated money, you'll receive a thank you-
text to your phone and you have the ability to read more 
about givesom. 
  

The notification about donating money, through givesom, 
will be sent to your phone by using Beacon technology. If 
you have your Bluetooth on and pass by one of the 
Beacons near the checkouts at ICA, you'll receive a 
notification. Thanks to Beacon technology, we can decide 
when this notification will be sent out. As our survey said 
that people are willing to donate money after salary, we 
decided that a notification about donating money, through 
givesom, will be sent out to the customers visiting ICA 
each month, every Friday after salary. Each ICA store will 
have their own goal, which means that each month ICA will 
set a deadline on how much money they want their 
customers to donate, when they have reached their goal 
the donors will be rewarded a small amount of money to 
use in ICA. 
  
Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Digital Creative/UX/UI 
Johannes Renman, Digital Strategist 
Sarah Bengtsson, Communication Design 
Amanda Helgoson, Communication Design

givesom
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Wasa Kredit
Brief 
Wasa Kredit, a financing company, wanted to increase the 
number of car leasing customers for the target group. The 
challenge was to reach the target group in an earlier phase 
of the customer journey than they do currently, and 
thereby get Wasa Kredit to be associated with car leasing 
rather than just financing.  

Target group 
Craftsmen. 

Solution 
Based on the insight that the car is one of craftsmen’s most 
important tool, we introduced the concept Wasabilen (the 
Wasa car). The solution includes a product development in 
the form of a mobile application connected to additional 
hardware in the vars, as well as a modernization of the 
website. These elements form the core of our concept. 
Wasabilen is the next generation of car leasing, which adds 
value for the target group. With a digital drivers log, 
Wasabilen enables craftsmen to get more time, instead of 
administration. 

Wasabilen is connected to an OBD-ii contact that’s 
plugged into the car, so the app can store information such 
as location services to make the drivers log work 
automatically in the background when the car is moving, 
thereby the driver won’t have to type in address etc in the 
app manually. Everything will work and be stored in the 
drivers log automatically in the background. 

Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Creative concept, UX/UI 
Felicia Nilsson, Creative concept, Art Director 
Lena Sueliko Allansson, Graphic Design 
Alva Mardell, Account Manager 
Camilla Harlin, Strategist 
Dian Martinez Valencia, PR 
Dennis Palm, Digital Strategist
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Brief 
Create a new concept (including UX and UI) for the next 
generation of screens for Volvo's showroom in Sweden. 
  
Background 
In Sweden, each Volvo showroom are equipped with one 
or two 40" screens. The screens are used today for the 
service "Build your Volvo" (Swe: Bygg din Volvo), where 
visitors can build and create their own Volvo car. When 
the screens are off, a screensaver with a CTA (call to 
action) to build your Volvo is on. A majority of those who 
buy their Volvo car have used the "Build your Volvo" 
service first.  
  
Problem 
1. Help the retailers. 
A meeting with a potential customer takes time and may 
even end in a loss of a customer. By using the 40" 
screens we can help the retailers to make the meeting/
buying process to go faster. 
  
2. Help the customers. 
The customers often have to wait quite a long time for a 
free salesperson to speak with. Can we, by using the 
screens, do something so the time feels shorter? 

Solution 
As Michaela and Jennifer didn't have a budget, they 
started to think about how we can use objects/
commercials etc Volvo have already worked with. 
Michaela and Jennifer re-did the starting screens of 
“Build Your Volvo” with a big focus on UX and UI design. 
Michaela and Jennifer wanted to create a red thread from 
Volvo’s famous TV commercials and the “Build your 
Volvo” function, therefore they designed a function 
where you build your Volvo car together with a celebrity, 
for example Robyn, Zlatan, Swedish House Mafia or 
Avicii. The celebrities would guide the customer through 
the building process.  

Michaela and Jennifer also re-did the queuing system. By 
locating a clear CTA-button on the TV screen that said 
“Speak with a retailer”. The customer would get a digital 
note on the screen (and on their smartphones). Another 
version Michaela and Jenifer designed was the customer 
could get a printed QR-code, thereby the retailers could 
scan the code and get all the saved information from 
when the customer used the “Build your Volvo” service. 
This will save time for both customers and retailers. 
  
Team 
Michaela Zetterström, Concept, Digital Creative/UX/UI 
Jennifer Hammervald, Concept, Digital Creative/UX/UI
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Menu Menu - select either Zlatan, Avicii, Robyn or Swedish House Mafia

Start Build Your Volvo with your selected famous person Select your Volvo car
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